The Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) entanglement is of special importance not only for fundamental research in quantum mechanics, but also for quantum information processing.
spatial-multimode based quantum communication, quantum computation, and quantum imaging.
To date, there have been few reports on realizing EPR entanglement between physical systems in true position and momentum. Here we describe successfully establishing such entanglement between two separated atomic ensembles by using quantum storage. We clearly prove the existence of EPR entanglement in position and momentum between two memories by demonstrating the satisfying of the inseparability criterion with the aid of quantum ghost-imaging and ghost-interference experiments.
The original Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) paradox involving a pair of particles that were perfectly correlated in position and anti-correlated in momentum was introduced in 1935 [1] . Such a state violates the Heisenberg inequality for the product of conditional variances of positions and variances of momenta, which suggested the failure of local realism. Since then, EPR paradox has attracted wide attention because of its fundamental role in identifying the nonlocality. Until 2002, another inequality was derived as inseparability criterion [2] , which is weaker than paradox criterion, to determine whether a state is inseparable, i.e. EPR entangled. In past several decades, EPR entanglement was demonstrated in continuous variable (CV) systems, which has many promising applications in quantum information field including quantum imaging and quantum metrology [3] [4] [5] , quantum computation [6] , and quantum communication [7] .
As a featured example of CV entanglement, EPR entanglement in position and momentum has remained topical for many researchers. The initial experimental demonstration of entanglement was conducted with polarization-correlated photons for verifying non-local features of quantum mechanics [8] . Later, this momentum-position-like entanglement was widely explored in a variety of systems including bulk crystals [9] [10] [11] , squeezed fields [12, 13] , and atomic ensembles [14] . The two photons generated through spontaneously parametric down conversion in a nonlinear crystal were identified as being entangled in momentum and position [10] , which provided a direct way to distinguish quantum entanglement from classical correlations. In addition, long-lived entanglement between two macroscopic atomic ensembles was obtained through a non-local Bell measurement, which is suitable for atomic teleportation [14] . Very recently, light-atom EPR paradox in true position and momentum bases is reported in a hot atomic ensemble, where a 12-dimensional entangled state is prepared [15] .
For quantum communications, EPR entanglement is very useful in realizing CV protocols including unconditional quantum teleportation [16, 17] , quantum key distribution [18] , and high-dimensional quantum communication [15, 19, 20] . Quantum communication protocols require entanglement to be distributed or transferred synchronously between different nodes [21, 22] . Therefore, realizing EPR entanglement between memories, such as atomic ensembles, nitrogen-vacancy centers or rare-earth-ion-doped solids, is indispensable. Although certain progress has been made in this direction including realizing quantum memory for entangled CV states [23] , tunable delay for EPR entanglement in quadrature amplitudes [24] , EPR entanglement in position and momentum between light and spin waves [15] and even multiple degrees-of-freedom entanglement between two quantum memories [25] , the EPR entanglement of atomic spin waves between memories in true position and momentum bases has never been reported, and its experimental realization is still lacking.
Here we report on the first experimental realization of EPR entanglement of atomic spin waves in position and momentum between separated atomic ensembles by using quantum storage, in which entanglement is verified through photonic ghost-imaging and ghost-interference experiments. In our experiments, the EPR entanglement between a photon and a spin wave is established firstly through spontaneous Raman scattering (SRS) in one cold atomic ensemble. This single photon is then delivered and stored in another cold atomic ensemble as a spin wave using the Raman protocol [26] , thus established the entanglement between two atomic ensembles.
Finally, we retrieved both spin waves to single photons and check their entanglement by performing quantum imaging and quantum ghost experiments. We clearly prove the existence of EPR entanglement before and after storage by demonstrating that the inseparability criterion is satisfied. Our experimental results demonstrate the realization of EPR entanglement of atomic spin waves in true position and momentum entities between two atomic ensembles for the first time.
In this experiment, we use the quantum ghost interference-imaging effects to distinguishing quantum entanglement in momentum and position space [10, 27, 28] . Simply speaking, ghost interference and ghost imaging experiment are performed with a pair of photons, where an obstacle is placed in one photon's path and then this photon is detected by a detector with no spatial resolution, the other photon is detected by a detector with spatial resolution like Charge Coupled Device or a scanning detector, the coincidence of the photon pair would show the imaging and interference phenomena. We then can calculate the position-momentum correlation from the observed ghost imaging and ghost interference.
Result
The medium used here to generate EPR entanglement is an optically thick ensemble of 85 Rb atoms trapped in a two-dimensional magneto-optical trap (MOT) [29] . Fig.1 is simplified setup. In the simplified experimental setup (Fig. 1 ), a Signal-1 photon is directly generated through SRS after Pump-1 light illuminates the atomic ensemble in MOT A. Because momentum is conserved in the SRS process and the initial system has zero momentum, the Signal-1 photon and the spin wave in MOT A are anti-correlated in momentum. This hybrid state can be denoted as [15, 28] , † † A-S1 A S1 1 A S1 A S1 ψ ( , ) 00 dp dp p p a a
where p is transverse momentum, † a is creation operator, subscript A represents atomic spin wave in MOT A and subscript S1 represents Signal-1 photon. We define that † AA =0 a  which represents an atomic spin wave generated in MOT A. The wave function of A-S1 ψ in the transverse momentum space is defined with Gaussian shape [11, 15, 28] , 22 A S1 A S1 22
By Fourier-transforming the wave function in transverse momentum space, we can get the wave function in transverse position space [11, 15] ,
where variable r represents the corresponding position. Here 22
A S1 = rr  
where  signifies the standard deviation. We can see that the spin wave and Signal-1 photon are also position correlated. By this way, we can prepare the position-momentum correlation between an atomic spin wave in MOT A and a Signal-1 photon.
We next deliver the Signal-1 photon to the second atomic ensemble in MOT B for storage.
With the shutting down of the Coupling light adiabatically by using an acousto-optic modulator, the Signal-1 photon is stored in MOT B using the Raman protocol [26] . Under phase matching condition, Signal-1 photon with transverse momentum S1 p is converted to an atomic spin wave in MOT B with transverse momentum B p , thus establishing the momentum correlation of atomic spin waves between two atomic ensembles. We can also get their correlation in position space through applying Fourier-transforming method. The obtained momentum-position correlation can be denoted as, . Through this method, we can prepare the position-momentum correlation between atomic spin waves in separated atomic ensembles.
For checking whether these momentum-position correlations belongs to the EPR entanglement, one has to measure variances of positions and variances of momenta. For an ideal EPR entangled pair (particle a and particle b),
, which is not accessible due to experimental imperfections. Then, a more practical way is to check whether they satisfy the original EPR paradox criterion. In transverse position and momentum bases, the EPR paradox occurs when [30] [31] :
This criterion is also called EPR steering criterion [32] , which relates to another very interesting research direction. Here, even if the product is bigger than 2 4 , the bipartite state may still be entangled when the inseparability criterion is satisfied [2, 15, 28] , which is given by
The inseparability criterion also has another form for general continuous variable systems [33, 34] : and thus obtain the ghost-imaging data.
Then, we adjust the optical axis of HWP1 mentioned above to 45° with respect to the vertical to perform the ghost-interference experiment. In this case, the Signal 1 photon is conducted through path D and a lens (f2=32 mm) into another fiber whose head (inside diameter: ~5 µm ) is localized on another ETS. Experimentally, we record the coincidence rate against the change in the transverse position X2 in incremental steps of 2 µm .
We want to emphasize that both ghost-imaging and ghost-interference experiments must be performed under precise configurations. For the former, the metal bar should be imaged on the vertical slit in path U through two sequential 4F imaging systems; for the latter, the metal bar is imaged on the lens in path D and the fiber head is localized on its focal plane. Moreover, the two atomic ensembles are 4F-imaged with each other. With this exquisite arrangement, we can perform the experiments to demonstrate EPR entanglement. Although one may observe ghost imaging and ghost interference using classical position-correlated and momentum-correlated photons, it is impossible to observe both with high contrast and high resolution simultaneously [27, 35] . Here we clearly see both observed here with high contract and high resolution which means the correlation must be non-classical. By comparing the resulting fitting curves with the theoretical curves [10] , From the table, the measured results for position-momentum state between Signal-1 photon and a spin wave in MOT A clearly show EPR paradox, which is a stronger entangled state. From the measured data for entanglement between spin waves in MOT A and B, we can see this product satisfies the inseparability criterion, indeed demonstrates the existence of EPR entanglement between spin waves in separated atomic ensembles. Further, we observe a degradation for the EPR entanglement after a more step of storage through comparing data shown in the table. This may come from two aspects, one is the slight increment in noise level shown Fig. 2 and experimental imperfections, the other is the atomic decoherence of spin wave in MOT B which will make a decrease for the level of entanglement [15] . Definitely, if we increase the storage time of EPR entanglement between spin waves, we would observe a further decrease of entanglement level and even to classic regime due to atomic decoherence and lower signal-to-noise ratio caused by lower memory efficiency. In addition, here we only measure the EPR entanglement in x/px space, however the symmetry of the system will guarantee a near same result for EPR entanglement in y/py and r/pr space.
For the EPR entanglement between a spin wave in MOT
x p   / x   ,
Discussion
In this experiment, we would get ~10 photon-photon coincidence counts per second before storing Signal-1 photon in MOT B, and the 100-ns storage efficiency in MOT B is estimated to be ~25% in detecting level with no metal bar before FC 2 and no slit in path U before FC 1. The retrieved signal has a Signal to Noise Ratio of ~30. Because our magnetic field for trapping can't be shut down completely within 1.3 ms due to the big value of inductance, therefore the memory time is rather limited to 1.4 s as discussed before in previous work [36] . In general, memory time can be improved by compensating the magnetic field or by using magnetic field-insensitive states, reducing atomic motion by using optical lattice and using dynamic decoupling method [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] .
Memory efficiency can be increased by using waveform modulation [42] .
In summary, we experimentally realized EPR entanglement between two atomic ensembles.
To our knowledge, this is the first report of EPR entanglement between memory systems in true position and momentum. This setup for EPR entanglement is very promising for realizing spatially-multiplexed quantum information processing, high-dimensional quantum repeaters, quantum imaging, and quantum metrology. In particular, combining the EPR entanglement with entanglement in orbital angular momentum degrees of freedom [36, [43] [44] [45] , or in polarization degrees of freedom [26] , multi-pixel entanglement [46, 47] and super-high-dimensional
hyperentanglement [48] can be achieved, which could help in building a versatile platform to realize quantum computing protocols and sophisticated quantum networks.
Methods

Details for coupling, filtering and data collecting
The coupling efficiency for Signal 1 is 75% for Signal 1 in path U in the case of no metal bar in the front of FC2 and no vertical slid in front of FC1. The coupling efficiency for Signal 1 in path D with no metal bar before FC2 is ~38%, this low efficiency is due to the mismatch of numerical aperture for FC2 (focal length fc=11.07 mm) and lens (f2=32mm). for ghost interference. That the data-collecting time for ghost imaging experiment is rather long is due to the low coupling efficiency caused by the existence of slit before FC 1.
Theoretical calculations
In this experiment, the metal bar with a block width of b  =1.04 mm and the fiber collimator (Fig. 3(a) ) while ghost interference experiment would reveal an interference pattern proportional to 2 2 2/ xf   ( Fig. 3(b) ), where superscriptrepresents Fourier Transformation. with a Gaussian function where we takes into account less-than-perfect EPR correlation and the finite resolution of collecting fiber. We use the same method in Ref. [10] to calculate the 2 ()
where the uncertainty is evaluated as the difference between the ideal curve and the resulting fitted curve for ghost interference/imaging.
At present, there are also some other methods to calculate the variances. For example, Kim's group directly fits single ghost interference/imaging through taking the phase matching condition and wave function in transverse position-momentum space together, thus getting the variances of positions and momenta simultaneously from only one figure [28] . And also Wasilewski's group fully takes the advantage of spatially resolving single-photon detectors to measure the wave function directly in position and momentum space [15] .
